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Abstract— The increasing transmission of illegal videos
over the Internet imposes the needs to develop large-scale
digital video forensics systems for prosecuting and
deterring digital crimes in the Internet. In this paper, we
propose, design, and implement a novel large-scale Digital
Forensics Service Platform (DFSP) that can effectively
detect illegal content from Internet videos. More
specifically, we propose a distributed architecture by taking
advantage of Content Delivery Network (CDN) to improve
scalability, which can process enormous number of Internet
videos in real time. We propose CDN-based ResourceAware Scheduling (CRAS) algorithm, which schedules the
tasks efficiently in the DFSP according to resource
parameters, such as delay and computation load. We
deploy the DFSP system in the Internet, which integrates
the CDN-based distributed architecture and CRAS
algorithm with a large-scale video detection algorithm, and
evaluate the deployed system. Our evaluation results
demonstrate the effectiveness of the platform.
Keywords— Content delivery network, digital forensics,
load balancing, Resource scheduling, video detection

1. Introduction
There are fewer reported works on the efficiency and
scalability for large-scale video content identification,
which mainly focus on solving these problems from video
retrieval algorithm perspective. This paper aims to address
the efficiency and scalability issues from system
perspective. There are two key challenges on large-scale
forensics system for Internet videos:
• The large amount of computation brought by analysing
and detecting large volume of video data. This makes it
difficult to serve a large number of users concurrently.
• The large amount of communication brought by
transmitting a great volume of video data from media
sources to the system. To address the above challenges,
in this paper we propose, design, and implement a
novel large-scale Digital Forensics Service Platform
(DFSP) to effectively and efficiently detect illegal
contents from large-scale Internet videos.To solve the
scalability problem, we propose to build DFSP upon
CDN [7]. Existing CDN-based distributed architectures
to improve the performance of media applications

include Video-on-Demand (VoD) systems [8]–[11],
live video streaming systems [12]–[14], collaborative
media streaming systems [15]–[17], etc. DFSP, by
using CDN, can push the massive forensics tasks to the
most appropriate CDN nodes, thereby effectively
reducing the computational cost and the communication
cost.
To solve the efficiency problem, we propose CDNbased Resource-Aware Scheduling (CRAS) algorithm.
Existing network- aware resource scheduling algorithms
include non-adaptive scheduling algorithms that use some
heuristics to select nodes [18]–[20], and adaptive
scheduling algorithms that take the current network or
server conditions into account [21]–[23].In DFSP, with
CRAS algorithm, user requests can be directed to
appropriate nodes. Different forensics tasks are assigned to
different CDN nodes based on not only the network
conditions but also the computation load, thereby the
massive data stream can be in parallel scheduled among
multiple nodes efficiently. Moreover, in the work, we
propose to integrate the proposed CDN-based distributed
architecture and CRAS algorithm with a Large-scale Video
Detection (LVD) algorithm. To summarize, the main
contributions of this paper are as follows: • We propose
and design a novel large-scale digital video forensics
service architecture and platform, which can process
enormous number of Internet videos in real time by
employing CDN. We propose a CDN-based ResourceAware Scheduling algorithm for dynamic load balancing in
DFSP, which can significantly improve the efficiency of
the platform.• We implement and evaluate a deployed
system in large scale, which integrates the CDN-based
distributed architecture and the CDN-based resource-aware
scheduling algorithm with a large-scale video detection
algorithm.
2.

Related Works

In this section we overview the related works on digital
video forensics techniques and digital video forensics
systems.
2.1 Digital Video Forensics Techniques

growth

In the past few years, there has been a rapid
on research in digital video forensics.
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Watermarking is a traditional forensics technique for
detecting illegal copies and digital tampering [24]–[26]. It
has three aspects for improvement: 1) the watermark must
be embedded in legal videos prior to video distribution; 2)
the nature of the original data will be changed; and 3) the
watermark could be attacked or destroyed during
transmission. Other than watermarking, there exists a class
of statistical techniques for detecting digital tampering
[27]–[29]. Recently, video fingerprint technique has drawn
wide attention [30]–[32]. Different from other forensics
techniques, this technique can identify illegal content by
extracting a unique fingerprint from video data. The
fingerprint can be extracted based on some static features
such as color [33], texture [34] and shape [35], or some
motion features of the video [36], [37]. The major
advantage of fingerprint technique is that the fingerprint
can be extracted after the media has been distributed and
will not change the original data; thus, it is a very useful
method for detecting Internet videos.
2.2 Digital Video Forensics Systems
With the development of digital video forensics
techniques, some forensics systems have been studied and
implemented. Douze et al. presented a video copy detection
system [1], which used a precise representation method to
decide whether or not query video segment was a copy of a
video from the indexed dataset. Xu et al. explored an
effective system for analysing the high-level structures and
extracting useful features from soccer videos in order to
identify the content of videos [2]. Gauch and Shivadas
presented a commercial identification system by extracting
features from video sequences that can characterize the
temporal and chromatic variations within each clip [3].
Shen et al. outlined a system for detecting near-duplicate
videos based on the dominating content and content
changing trends of the videos [4]. In addition to the above
systems, some other similar ones also provided effective
methods for video forensics and achieved good results.
However, all this work analyses and processes videos on a
single server.
To improve the forensic efficiency, some researchers
began to study the data structure for effectively indexing
the video features. However, the approaches are all based
on single server. For example, Hoad and Zobel used local
alignment to find sequences of similar values in video and
clip, which provided much faster searching [38]. Lejsek et
al. achieved good efficiency greatly depending on a
specific hardware configuration, which is outside the range
of usual computer workstations [39]–[41]; thus, their work
may not be practical for large-scale deployments. Zhao et
al. improved the scalability of several well-known features
including color signature and visual keywords for webbased retrieval by using high-dimensional indexing
techniques [5]. Recently, Shang et al. introduced a compact
spatiotemporal feature to represent videos and constructed
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an efficient data structure to address the efficiency and
scalability issues for real-time large-scale near-duplicate
Web video retrieval [6]. Although these works have made
good use of the server capacity, when the number of videos
continues to scale up, the real-time performance may be
still hard to be guaranteed.

3. System Architecture
Fig. 1 depicts the DFSP system architecture. It consists
of three main components: Content Access (CA), Video
Detection (VD), and Resource Management (RM),
explained below: 1) Content Access (CA): It is located on
each CDN node, which is used to obtain video data from
certain media sources. During this process, we use web
crawler [42], a special technology for web search, to collect
data. This technology can methodically scan or “crawl”
through Internet pages to create an index of video data, so
that CA can quickly provide the relevant data to detect and
regularly ensure the data are up to date. 2) Video Detection
(VD): VD is a group of servers distributed near CDN nodes,
which are responsible for analyzing video content and
judging their legality. It is composed of “Blacklist”
Database, Content Analysis Servers, and Searching and
Matching Servers. “Blacklist” Database stores a copy of
fingerprints of improper videos. Content Analysis Servers
are used to analyze the video content and extract their
fingerprints. Searching and Matching Servers take charge
of comparing these fingerprints with those pre-stored in
“Blacklist” Database, and judging their legality. We
propose a large-scale video detection algorithm in VD,
which will be presented in detail in Section IV.3) Resource
Management (RM): RM controls and monitors the whole
platform, in charge of scheduling, coordinating, and
managing all the resources and tasks. It comprises Network
Monitoring module and Load Balancing module. Since
each node has a copy of “blacklist”, the forensics tasks can
be done at any node. Network monitoring module is in
charge of monitoring all the nodes and media sources, so
that Load Balancing module can coordinate each node and
schedule different tasks depending on the overall situation.
To balance the load among multiple nodes, we propose
CDN-based Resource-Aware Scheduling algorithm, which
will be discussed in Section V in detail.
DFSP working flow is as follows. When a user requests
to detect a media source (e.g., http://www.youku.com/), the
request is first transferred to RM. RM takes into account of
the location of the designated media source and the current
load of each node to find an appropriate node for the media
source. The user request is then redirected to the selected
node. CA of the selected node obtains video data from the
designated media source, caches them, and transfers them
to VD. After that, VD of the selected node analyzes the
video content coming from the designated media source
and extracts their fingerprints. These fingerprints are
compared with those pre-stored in “Blacklist” Database.
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Fig.1: Block diagram

Fig. 2: Flow Chart
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Finally, the legality of these videos, which is determined by
the comparison result, is returned to the user.

4. Image Forensic
Image analysis is used in image forensic to expose the
information using the image support machine with decision
fusion techniques [4]. The author proposes a model that
identifies the source model or device of an image by using
the support vector machine approach along with decision
fusion techniques. The paper considers feature selection
algorithms as features in optimal subsets are generated in a
series of inclusion and exclusion steps and count based
aggregation as the algorithm of decision fusion. The
algorithm selects the top λ features from 43 features in
order to get the highest identification rate and the SVM
trained model is built where test images is fed into the
trained model to predict the camera source model.
As the imaging analysis being enhanced, contributes
reviewing the state-of-the-art image registration methods
that lays the foundations on evolutionary computation and
analyzes the 3D modeling of forensic objects. The paper
includes different evolutionary approaches in order to
represent the wide variety of techniques within the EC
paradigm and an IR method based on the classical ICP
algorithm proposed by Liu. The paper reveals that the
majority of the EIR methods following a parameter-based
approach achieve the best and the most robust performance
and the poor performance obtained by the matching- based
methods.
With the highly advanced application, the forensic tool
is able to differentiate between the fake and real image. By
using multi resolution decomposition and higher order
local autocorrelations (HLACs) image features are
extracted and determine if it is real or fake [12]. They are
used and as by right of the inner product lemma of higher
order autocorrelation, the feature extraction and SVM are
joined and the computation complexity is decreased
significantly. The paper suggests Two dimensional discrete
wavelet transformation (2D-DWT), a powerful multi
resolution analysis tool. The signal characteristics in detail
can be localized in different position, orientation and scale
and multi resolution decomposition contains many intrinsic
characteristics of natural images and fake images.
As Noise degradation causes failure to blind forgery
detection methods, in [9] the author proposes a model that
divides a suspected image into different partitions with
homogenous noise levels. However, the authentic images
also can contain various isolated regions with very
different variations, which make the proposed method a
supplement to other forgery detection methods rather than
a standalone forgery detector. The proposed method is not
able to find the corrupted regions, when the noise
degradation is very small (σ < 2). The proposed method
can be achieved by omitting the blocks merging step .
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5. Memory forensics
Examines the information captured from memory at the
time the computer is seized. As less focus has been paid to
extracting information from Windows drivers, developing a
methodology to minimize the effort of analyzing these
drivers.

Fig.3: Diagrammatic representation for code analysis

6. Forensic Tools for Video Acquisition
Analysis
The analysis of image acquisition is one of the earliest
problems that emerged in multimedia forensics, being very
similar to the “classical” forensic technique of ballistic
fingerprinting. Its basic goal is to understand the very first
steps of the history of content, namely identifying the
originating device. The source identification problem has
been approached from several standpoints. We may be
interested in understanding: (i) which kind of
device/technique generated the content (e.g. camera,
scanner, photo realistic computer graphics, etc.), (ii) which
model of a device was used or, more specifically, (iii)
which device generated the content. Different techniques
address each of these problems in image forensics, and
some of them have naturally laid the basis for the
corresponding video forensic approaches.

7. Video coding parameter identification
In image and video coding architectures, the choice of
the coding parameters is driven by non-normative tools,
which depend on the specific implementation of the codec
and on the characteristics of the coded signal. In JPEG
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Fig.4: Camera reacquisition modelling

compression, the user-defined coding parameters are
limited to the selection of the quantization matrices, which
are adopted to improve the coding efficiency based on the
psycho-visual analysis of human perception. Conversely, in
the case of video compression, the number of coding
parameters that can be adjusted is significantly wider. As a
consequence, the forensic analyst needs to take into
account a larger number of degrees of freedom when
detecting the codec identity. This piece of information
might enable the identification of vendor-dependent
implementations of video codec‟s. As such, it could be
potentially used to: (i) verify intellectual property
infringements; (ii) identify the codec that generated the
video content; (iii) estimate the quality of the reconstructed
video without the availability of the original source. In the
literature, the methods aiming at estimating different
coding parameters and syntax elements characterizing the
adopted codec can be grouped into three main categories,
which are further described below: (i) approaches detecting
block boundaries; (ii) approaches estimating the
quantization parameters, and (iii) approaches estimating the
motion

Fig.4: Histogram of DCT coefficients

8. Video compression anti-forensics
An anti-forensic approach for JPEG compression has been
recently proposed in [63]. There, the traces of compression
are hidden by adding a dithering noise signal. Dithering is
devised to reshape the histogram of DCT coefficients in
such a way that the original Laplacian distribution is
restored. In a following work by the same authors [64], a
similar strategy is proposed to erase the traces of tampering
from an image and hide double JPEG compression. This is
achieved by a combined strategy, i.e., removing blocking
artifacts by means of median filtering and restoring the
original distribution of DCT coefficients with the same
method as in [63]. In this way, the forensic analyst is not
able to identify the tampered region by inspecting the
distribution of DCT coefficients. However, it has been
recently shown that anti-forensic methods are prone to
leave their own footprints. In, the authors study the
distortion which is inevitably introduced by the antiforensic method in and propose an effective algorithm to
counter it.

Fig. 5: Result

9. Conclusions and Future Works
As it has been shown in the previous sections, video
forensics is nowadays a hot research issue in the signal
processing world opening new problems and investigation
threads. Despite several techniques have been mutated
from image forensics, video signals pose new challenges in
the forensic application world because of the amount and
the complexity of data to be processed and the wide
employment of compression techniques, which may alter
or erase footprints left by previous signal modifications.
This paper presented an overview of the state-of-the-art in
video forensic techniques, underlying the future trends in
this research field. More precisely, it is possible to divide
video forensic techniques into three macro-areas
concerning the acquisition, the compression, and the
editing of the video signals.
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